We consider a bulk-membrane-coupled partial differential equation in which a single diffusion equation posed within the unit ball is coupled to a two-component reaction diffusion equation posed on the bounding unit sphere through a linear Robin boundary condition. Specifically, within the bulk we consider a process of linear diffusion with point-source generation for a bulk-bound activator. On the bounding surface we consider the classical two-component Brusselator model where the feed term is replaced by the restriction of the bulk-bound activator to the membrane. By considering the singularly perturbed limit of a small diffusivity ratio between the membrane-bound activator and inhibitor species, we use formal asymptotic expansions to construct strongly localized quasi-equilibrium spot solutions and study their linear stability. Our analysis reveals that bulk-membrane-coupling can restrict the existence of localized spot solutions through a recirculation mechanism. In addition we derive stability thresholds that illustrate the effect of coupling on both competition and splitting instabilities. Finally, we use higher-order matched asymptotic expansions to derive a system of differential algebraic equations that describe the slow motion of spots. The potential for new coupling induced dynamical behaviour is illustrated by considering examples of one-, two-, and three-spot solutions.
Introduction.
A central problem in the study of early developmental biology is to both determine the mechanisms driving structural changes and to then describe the patterned structures that emerge. In one proposed mechanism a collection of chemicals collectively known as morphogens diffuse and react with each other leading to a concentration distribution, known as a prepattern, that serves as a template for later structural changes. Although experimental evidence of morphogens remains absent these models have been successful in qualitatively generating patterns readily found in biological systems. These models are mathematically described by systems of reaction diffusion (RD) equations to be solved for the morphogen concentrations. The first steps forward in this theory can be traced back to the pioneering work of Alan M. Turing [18] in which he demonstrated that under certain conditions on the species' diffusivities, spatially homogeneous solutions to a two-species RD system can bifurcate to spatially heterogeneous solutions. This idea has since spurred an immense body of literature analysing these Turing instabilities for RD systems having different prescribed kinetics (see for example the review article by Maini et. al. [10] as well as the textbook by Murray [11] ).
One shortcoming of the morphogen prepattern theory is that the criteria for Turing instabilities to be triggered may require unrealistically large differences between the chemical species' diffusivities. Recently, a growing body of literature has avoided this limitation by proposing models that couple RD systems posed within a cell's bulk (or cytosol) to RD systems posed on the cell membrane. In this class of bulk-membrane coupled reaction diffusion systems a biologically motivated assumption is that the membrane diffusivities are typically much smaller than their cytosol counterparts [7] . Using a combination of linear stability analysis and numerical experimentation several studies have determined that by introducing bulk-membrane coupling it is possible to trigger Turing instabilities within the bulk or membrane in parameter regimes where the isolated uncoupled systems would not exhibit such behaviour [9, 8, 12, 13, 14] . In addition, bulk-membrane coupled models have also been used to successfully describe a possible cell-polarizing mechanism in which rather than a Turing instability, the driving mechanism is a competition between mass conservation and an autocatalytic reaction of a single chemical species [3, 2] .
In this paper we consider a bulk-membrane coupling extension to the previously studied problem of a singularly perturbed Brusselator RD system posed on the unit sphere. Using techniques from singular perturbation theory the authors in [15] asymptotically constructed a quasi-equilibrium solution consisting of N spots, corresponding to regions where the activator is strongly localized, arranged on the unit sphere. Additionally, their analysis revealed that these N -spot patterns are susceptible to instabilities in O(1) time that lead to spots splitting and replicating, or competing and annihilating each other.
This work was then extended by Trinh and Ward [16] to account for the long-time behaviour of N -spot patterns which they determined is governed by a system of differential algebraic equations (DAE) in the spot locations. Our primary goal will therefore be to analyse the effect that bulk-membrane coupling has on spot splitting and competition instabilities, as well as on the slow spot dynamics of N -spot patterns for the Brusselator model. Specifically, we consider a reaction-diffusion system with Brusselator kinetics posed on the unit sphere, coupled to a bulk linear diffusion process for the activator within the unit * Dept. of Mathematics, UBC, Vancouver, Canada (dagubc@math.ubc.ca) ball. With Ω being the unit ball in R 3 we consider the reaction diffusion system
in ∂Ω, (1.1b) for the membrane-bound activator and inhibitor concentrations U (x, T ) and V (x, T ) respectively, coupled to a diffusion equation within the bulk
in Ω,
on ∂Ω, (1.2b) for the bulk-bound activator U b (x, T ). A schematic representation is shown in Figure 1 .1. We remark that recent studies considering only the membrane-bound Brusselator model have been used to model conifer morphogenesis [5, 1] . By introducing bulk-membrane coupling our model gives a clear origin to the feed term typically found in the membrane-bound activator equation for uncoupled membrane-bound Brusselator models. Specifically, the bulk-bound equation (1.2a) describes a site of ongoing activator generation of strength E 0 concentrated at a point x 0 within the bulk. The bulk-bound bound activator generated in this way then diffuses and attaches to the membrane where it provides the necessary feed term required to sustain the formation of patterns.
In Appendix 7 we introduce an appropriate scaling so that (1.1) exhibits localized spot patterns. The non-dimensionalized problem is then given by a system of RD equations posed on the membrane
in ∂Ω, (1.3b) which are coupled to a single diffusion equation with feed term defined inside the bulk
We remark that the scaling in Appendix 7 naturally leads to the parameter constraints
In (1.3b) and (1.3a), the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ ∂Ω in spherical coordinates (θ, ϕ) has the form
The introduction of bulk-membrane coupling to the classical Brusselator model has two novel features which are best illustrated by using the linearity of (1.3c) to write
Therefore E(x) describes the concentration of a diffusing point source located within the bulk, while U (x, t) describes the diffusion of u into the bulk through a Langmuir-type boundary condition. The term E(x) within the membrane equation
serves as a substitute for the typical source term needed to sustain patterns in the Brusselator model. This source term will be spatially-homogeneous (resp. heterogeneous) if η 0 = 0 (resp. 0 < η 0 < 1) and the effects of heterogeneous sources have previously been studied for two-dimensional domains [19] . Thus any results linked to E(x) are not the product of bulkmembrane coupling but rather of heterogeneity. In contrast, the effect of U (x, t) is a direct reflection of the bulk-membrane coupling. Indeed, our analysis reveals that U (x, t) can be interpreted as a recirculation of the membrane-bound activator through the bulk, having direct consequences on both the existence of localized spot solutions as well on their stability. Our analysis of the slow ODE dynamics further reveals that recirculation may lead to novel asymmetric spots.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we use the method of matched asymptotic expansions to construct quasi-equilibrium N -spot configurations that are stationary on an O(1) time-scale. Our analysis reveals that coupling plays a key role in the existence of such spots given our scaling regime. In Section 3 we consider the linear stability of the Nspot quasi-equilibrium configurations on an O(1) time-scale. Our analysis focuses on spitting and competition instabilities.
The linearized system is known to exhibit asymptotically small eigenvalues which correspond to drift instabilities on a long,
, time scale and we address this in Section 4 where we derive the relevant differential algebraic system describing slow spot motion. We then consider examples of one-, two-, and three-spot configurations in Section 5. For two-spot configuration we carry out a detailed application of the theory developed in Sections 3 and 4 to determine regions where two-spot configurations are stable on both O(1) and O(ε −2 ) time scales. Finally, in Section 6 we summarize our results and point to several directions for future research.
2. Asymptotic Construction of Quasi-Equilibria. In this section we use the method of matched asymptotic expansions to construct quasi-equilibrium solutions to (1.3) consisting of N localized spots arranged on the membrane at
with the separation constraints
The method of matched asymptotic expansions has been successfully employed for a wide variety of singularly perturbed problems, with those most pertinent to us being the stability analysis for the (uncoupled) Brusselator on the sphere in [15] and the derivation of the ODE system describing slow-spot dynamics in [16] . A key step in the proceeding analysis is the introduction of local coordinates near the i th spot, for which both [15] and [16] used
With this choice the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ ∂Ω becomes
To construct quasi-equilibria and study their O(1) stability only the leading order term is needed. However, to derive an ODE system governing the spots' long time dynamics we must also use the O(ε) correction. As highlighted in [16] this leads to a sub-problem that is explicitly solvable regardless of the model being used and in this sense can be interpreted as an artifact of the choice of local coordinates. Indeed we see that the cot θ i term appearing in the O(ε) correction introduces a θ i dependence to the local problem near the i th spot, in conflict with the sphere's symmetry. In order to bypass these artificial effects we use choose (y 1 , y 2 ) to be stretched geodesic normal coordinates for which (see Appendix A of [17] ) the Laplace-Beltrami operator becomes
To explicitly construct the stretched normal coordinates (y 1 , y 2 ) on the sphere at x i we first remark that spherical coordinates are already normal coordinates along the equator θ = π/2. Next we let R i be the rotation taking x i to (1, 0, 0) T given by
Introducing spherical coordinates (θ,φ) in the rotated framex = R i x we define the stretched local coordinates at x i given by
in terms of which we have the local expansion (2.2) for the Laplace-Beltrami operator. To perform the method of matched asymptotics we develop the following formulas relating the inner variables y near each spot, with the outer variables x ∈ Ω∪∂Ω.
We have for ε 1 and x near x i , the expansion
and we remark that
and therefore
Using the local normal coordinates introduced above we now proceed with the asymptotic matching. We begin by introducing the following asymptotic expansions for |x − where y 3 = ε −1 (1 − r). It follows that the membrane bound species are given by radially symmetric solutions to the familiar core-problem
while the bulk-bound activator satisfies
The membrane-bound core-problem (2.9) is identical to that encountered in previous studies on the sphere [15, 16] . We can numerically solve for u i0 and v i0 after specifying f and S i . The values of S i are currently unknown, and will be found as solutions to a nonlinear system of equations obtained by matching to the outer solution. It is crucial therefore to solve for χ(S, f ) and this is done numerically, with sample curves for fixed values of the parameter f being shown in Figure 2 .1a.
Applying the divergence theorem to u i0 + f v i0 we also obtain the useful relationship (2.10)
Once u i0 and v i0 have been determined we then easily calculate
where C is an undetermined constant. The two key properties of w i0 are that it is bounded and that it is radially symmetric on the plane y 3 = 0.
Using (2.7) and the exponential decay of each u i0 (ρ) we obtain the leading order approximation
for the membrane-bound activator. Taking ε → 0 + and using (2.10) we obtain, in the sense of distributions, the limits
The outer solution, valid for |x − x i | = O(1) (i = 1, ..., N ), is thus found by solving
We introduce the membrane Green's function G m (x, ξ) with x, ξ ∈ ∂Ω that satisfies
We also introduce two Robin Green's functions, G rb (x, ξ) and G rm (x, ξ), where the first has a bulk-bound source term ξ ∈ Ω and satisfies
while the second has a membrane-bound source ξ ∈ ∂Ω and solves
Note that since K 1 < 1 we have κ > 0 and so the problems for the Robin Green's functions are well-posed. An explicit formula is available for the membrane Green's function while the Robin Green's functions are given in terms of series of special functions. We refer the reader to Appendix 9 for relevant formulas and properties of these Green's functions. When
Integrating the membrane-bound equation (2.11) over ∂Ω yields the solvability condition
where we have usedˆ∂
and each of g 0 (1) and g 0 (η 0 ) are given explicitly in (9.8). Since each S 1 , ..., S N > 0 it follows that spots can be constructed and
.
This existence constraint is a direct consequence of the recirculation of the membrane bound activator. If the coupling constant K 1 is too high, recirculation is too strong and the feedback loop can no longer sustain spots with our scaling. The parameter dependence of the existence threshold is illustrated in Figure 2 .2.
If the solvability condition (2.13) is satisfied then the solution to (2.11) is given by
wherev is an undetermined constant and v 1p is the unique solution to
given by
We match this to the inner solution by calculating expansion of v(x) as x approaches each spot. Using (9.4a) with (2.7) and
The behaviour of the outer solution v(x) as |x − x i | → 0 is thus given by
where the j = i term in the last sum vanishes due to rotational symmetry. Equating the O(1) term to the limiting behaviour
as ρ → ∞ given in (2.9) yields the matching equation
We write this in a more convenient way by first defining the Green's matrix
where the matrices G m and G rm have entries
We also define the vectors e e e, χ χ χ, and g g g rb by
With these definitions (2.13) and (2.19) become e e e T S S S = N S c ,
Left multiplying the second equation by e e e T and substituting the first we get
The spot strengths S 1 , ..., S N are therefore determined by solving the Nonlinear Algebraic System (NAS)
In the absence of coupling, the NAS (2.26) is known to have a rich bifurcation structure [16] . By maintaining that our parameters are O(1) with respect to ε we restrict ourselves to O(1) spot patterns. This simplification allows us to more clearly explore the effects of coupling on stability and dynamics of O(1) spot patterns. An important case for us is when the points x 1 , ..., x N are uniformly distributed on a ring making a common angle with x 0 . Then it is easy to see that G has constant row sum and g g g rb is proportional to e e e. In such a case S S S = S c e e e is an exact solution to (2.26) . We highlight here that as K 1 approaches the existence threshold K 1 the common spot strength S c grows to infinity. This suggests that the scaling used to derive (1.3) is no longer valid in this parameter and we leave the analysis of alternative scalings for future studies.
3. Linear Stability: O(1) Eigenvalues. The linear stability of the quasi-equilibrium solution constructed above is determined by a non-linear eigenvalue problem which we derive below. In our analysis we make two simplifying assumptions.
First, we assume that λ = O(1) with respect to the small parameter ε. The remaining small eigenvalues lead to drift instabilities and their effect is described by the slow dynamics ODE analysed in the next section. Second, we will focus only on instabilities caused by a zero eigenvalue crossing and therefore neglect the possibility of Höpf bifurcations. In previous studies of the uncoupled Brusselator model it has been shown that the existence of Höpf instabilities is closely related to the choice of time constant τ v > 0 [15] . By appropriately choosing values of the parameters τ v and τ w in the proceeding sections we will therefore assume that Höpf instabilities are avoided.
Linearizing about the quasi-equilibrium solution
we obtain the eigenvalue problem
We can reduce this to an algebraic system by once again using the method of matched asymptotic expansions. We begin by noting thatφ is strongly localized, whileη is bounded and O(ε) near each x j . Near each x j we use the local coordinates (2.3) and introduce the inner solutionφ
where the polar coordinates (ρ, ω) are defined by y 1 = ρ cos ω and y 2 = ρ sin ω. Assuming that τ v λε 2 1 the membrane and bulk problems decouple leading to the inner eigenvalue problems
Smoothness of the eigenfunctions imposes the boundary condition Ψ j (0) = 0 while the behaviour as ρ → ∞ is determined by noting that
leading to the limiting system
Since we are looking for conditions under which an eigenvalue crosses the imaginary axis, we may assume that Reλ > −1 and therefore
Since m = 1 corresponds to the translational mode with neutral eigenvalue λ = 0, the linear stability is determined by the m = 0 and m ≥ 2 modes. We study these two cases separately since the logarithmic growth of ψ j for m = 0 and its algebraic decay for m ≥ 2 lead to two very different instability mechanisms.
3.1. The m ≥ 2 Mode Instabilities. The algebraic decay of ψ j (ρ) as ρ → ∞ when m ≥ 2 leads to a decoupling of the inner eigenvalue problems (3.2), with the only global coupling arising through the NAS (2.26) relating the source strengths S 1 , ..., S N . In this sense we deduce that the m ≥ 2 modes lead to strongly local instabilities. Note that this decoupling implies that the m ≥ 2 instabilities are identical to those found in the studies of [15, 16] .
It is easy to see that for each j = 1, .., N the corresponding eigenvalue depends only on S j . Omitting subscripts, we can therefore calculate λ as a function of S by simultaneously solving (2.9) for (u 0 , v 0 ) and then calculating the eigenvalue with largest real part of the problem (3.2) . This is performed numerically by discretizing the eigenvalue problem (3.2) on a truncated domain 0 < ρ < L and computing the eigenvalues of the resulting matrix. We outline here only the main results and refer to §3.1 of [15] for more details. The outcome of these computations is that the dominant eigenvalue of (3.2) crosses to the unstable half-plane through a zero-eigenvalue crossing when S exceeds a threshold Σ m (f ). In Figure 2 .1b we plot these thresholds as functions of f for fixed values of m. The ordering
spot will succumb to one of the m ≥ 2 mode instabilities.
The stability criteria from this analysis is clear. For a given spot configuration {x i } N i=1 we compute S by solving the NAS (2.26) and label the configuration as unstable with respect to the m ≥ 2 mode instabilities if any S i exceeds the value of
Previous numerical experiments (see for examples [15] ) reveal that the m = 2 linear spot shape-deformation instability triggers a nonlinear event resulting in the formation of two identical spots. In this sense, we will refer to the m = 2 mode instability as a "spot-splitting instability."
To highlight the effects of the coupling parameters K 1 and K 2 on the splitting instabilities we consider a symmetric N -spot pattern with common spot strength S 1 = ... = S N = S c . The splitting instability threshold is found by setting
from which we can explicitly calculate
and for which splitting instabilities are triggered when K 1 > K 1Σ .
The threshold S > Σ 2 (f ) indicates that a spot succumbs to splitting instabilities when it is too large. The threshold (3.5) concisely indicates the four ways that this is possible for symmetric spots. First, increasing K 1 results in stronger recirculation therefore increasing S c and leading to spot splitting instabilities. Second, increasing K 2 amplifies the recirculation effect and lowers the threshold K 1Σ . Third, by either reducing the membrane diffusivity D v or increasing the bulk-source strength E 0 , both of which decrease ξ, we promote larger spots and therefore reduce the splitting threshold K 1Σ . Finally, increasing η 0 leads to a stronger source term in the membrane and therefore larger spots. This effect is captured by noting that ζ is increasing in η 0 .
3.2. The m = 0 Mode Zero-Eigenvalue Crossing Instabilities. Seeking instabilities triggered by a zero-eigenvalue crossing we will henceforth assume λ = 0. The logarithmic growth of ψ j in (3.4) indicates that the m = 0 mode instabilities are globally coupled. We write the far-field condition for ψ j explicitly as
where c j is undetermined. From the homogeneity of (3.2) we may rescale Ψ j = c jΨj obtaining an identical problem except for the far-field condition which now takes the form
whereb j (S j , f ) may now be computed numerically. Applying the divergence theorem to ∆(φ j + f ψ j ) and ∆ψ j we obtain the useful identities
From the exponential decay of φ j we obtain the approximation for the outer solution
Using (3.6) we then deduce the distributional limits distributional limits
as ε → 0 + . Using the first of these, the outer problem forη therefore becomes
The solution is written in terms of the Green's function G rm aŝ
Using the second limit in (3.7) we obtain the outer problem forψ
with singular behaviour determined by matching with the inner solution
We are immediately confronted with the solvability condition When this holds, we may solve forψ
whereψ p (x, ξ) is the unique solution to
Expanding (3.11) as |x − x i | → 0 and comparing to (3.9) yields the system
Left multiplying by e e e T and using (3.10) we can isolate forψ and thus obtain the reduced system in the unknown c c c given by
Since we are seeking non-trivial solutions to this homogeneous system the instability threshold in parameter space is found by solving det M = 0.
The key identity
leads to the simplification
which we recognize as the derivative of the NAS (2.26) with respect to S S S. Instabilities of the m = 0 mode that arise through a zero-eigenvalue crossing therefore correspond to loss of uniqueness of solutions to the NAS. This observation has been made in previous studies of the Brusselator on the sphere [15, 16] and appears to be a common feature for a class of singularly perturbed reaction diffusion systems.
We conclude this section by considering spot configurations {x i } N i=1 satisfying two assumptions. First, we assume the arrangement is chosen in such a way that the matrix G has constant row sum. Second, we suppose that the common source solution S S S = S c e e e solves the NAS (2.26). This is the case if, for example, the spots are arranged on a ring making a common angle with the bulk-source x 0 . Since the matrix G is symmetric, we find that its spectrum has the following properties (3.16) Gj = k jj , with1 = e e e andT j1 = 0 for j = 2, ..., N.
Recalling the definition E N := N −1 e e ee e e T we find that the spectrum of M c := M(S c e e e, f ) is given by
The small S asymptotics χ(S) ∼ d0
suggest that S c = O(ν 1/2 ) at the instability threshold. Furthermore, we expect the m = 0 mode instability to persist as S c is decreased and since χ (S; f ) is monotone increasing in S the threshold is determined by the smallest of k j (j ≥ 2). Thus, the m = 0 mode instability is determined by solving We remark that the eigenvectorcorresponding to k will satisfy e e e T= 0. Thus when an m = 0 mode instability is triggered it will cause a net-zero increase in the heights of individual spots. For this reason, m = 0 mode instabilities are typically referred to as "competition instabilities."
To determine the competition instability threshold we therefore have to solve (3.19) numerically. The leading order balance between ν −1 and χ (S c , f ) yields an approximate value of S c ∼ S c0 independent of all problem parameters except f and determined by solving
From this we easily determine a leading order approximation for the instability threshold in (K 1 , K 2 ) parameter space
which can be used to facilitate the numerical solution of A c = 0. Note that since the competition instabilities persist as S c is decreased we deduce that competition instabilities are triggered whenever K 1 < K 1C .
We conclude this section by noting that since S c0 = O(ν 1/2 ) while Σ 2 (f ) = O(1) we have that K 1C0 ≤ K 1Σ . Figure 3.1 illustrates the general behaviour of these instability thresholds as parameter are varied. Note in particular that increasing the number of spots will expand the stability region for splitting instabilities but reduce it for competition instabilities.
Slow-Spot Dynamics.
In this section we derive an ODE system that describes the slow-time evolution of an N -spot configuration. Specifically we assume that 
The subsequent analysis follows closely that found in [16] . The key idea is to perform a higher order asymptotic matching from which a solvability condition yields an equation for T i .
Near the i th spot we consider the two term expansions
and leading order expansion w ∼
where the leading order terms are those found in §2. Substituting into (1.3) and collecting powers of ε results in the linear system
The decay of u i0 and w i0 implies that u i1 → 0 as ρ → ∞. The limiting behaviour of v i1 as ρ → ∞ is determined by matching to the limiting behaviour (2.18) of the outer solution as |x − x i | → 0. Thus
To solve (4.3) we must first impose a solvability condition on f f f i . Indeed, by differentiating (2.9) with respect to y 1 or y 2 we deduce that ∆ y + Q i has a null space of dimension at least two. We assume that this null space is exactly two-dimensional and write solutions of the adjoint problem It follows that P P P satisfies (4.5) P P P (ρ) + 1 ρ P P P (ρ) − 1 ρ 2 P P P (ρ) + Q T i P P P (ρ) = 0, in ρ > 0;
where the limiting behaviour as ρ → ∞ is obtained from
Taking the dot product of (4.3) with Ψ Ψ Ψ c and integrating over a disk of radius R gives (4.6)ˆ2 π 0 P P P · ∂i1 ∂ρ −i1 · ∂P P P ∂ρ ρ=R cos(ω)Rdω = −ˆR 0ˆ2 π 0 P P P · f f f i cos(ω)ρdρdω.
As R → ∞ we calculate
where e e e 1 = (1, 0) T . The right-hand-side of (4.6) is evaluated by first recalling that w i0 | y3=0 is radially symmetric and hence its contribution vanishes, whereas ∇ y u i0 = u i0 (ρ)(cos ω, sin ω) T and therefore
If we instead take the inner product of (4.3) with Ψ Ψ Ψ s then the computation proceeds identically but with e e e 1 replaced by e e e 2 := (0, 1) T . Both components of T i are in this way determined and we obtain
The plots of γ(S; f ) in Figure 4 .1 indicate that γ i > 0 (though this awaits a rigorous proof). The integrals appearing in the definition of α α α i can be calculated using (9.15a) and (9.15b). Then, using
we find
wherex 0 = x 0 /η 0 has spherical coordinates (θ 0 , ϕ 0 ) and (4.9) C(z) :
Recalling the definition of T i we are confronted with the system of 2 × N ODEs
10a)
for each i = 1, ..., N . Equivalently, we can use x i (σ) = J i T i and (2.6) to obtain the system of ODEs
for each i = 1, ..., N . The combined system (2.26) and (4.10) must be solved simultaneously for the spot strengths S 1 , ..., S N and locations x 1 , ..., x N and is therefore commonly referred to as a system of Differential-Algebraic-Equations (DAE).
We state the following proposition, whose derivation we deferred to Appendix 8, which along with the positivity of γ i provides a clear geometric interpretation of each term in (4.10b).
Proposition 4.1. Let C(ξ) be as in (4.9) and I ⊥ ∇Gm (η 0 , ξ) as in (9.14b). Then Since (I 3 − x i x T i ) is a projection onto the tangent plane of ∂Ω at x i we make the following observations. First, spots are attracted tox 0 , which coincides with the closest point on ∂Ω to the bulk-source term x 0 . Next, the term appearing in correspond to an attraction between x i and x j . However, by Proposition 4.1, since K 1 < K 1 this attraction is overwhelmed by the repulsion resulting from the first term in C(ξ). The attractive force towards the bulk source location is analogous to the attraction towards the maximum location of an inhomogeneous source explored for the unit disk in [19] . However, the attraction between spots that coupling introduces is novel and is a direct consequence of the recirculation phenomenon. In the next section we will analyse a two-spot ring configuration where recirculation plays a key role in the emergence of steady "tilted" configurations. Additionally we will illustrate a variety of behaviour by integrating the ODE system (4.10) for N = 3 ring configurations.
Examples of the Theory.
In this section we consider a one-, two-, and three-spot ring configuration. For the one spot configuration we illustrate that the spot always tends to the location on ∂Ω closest to x 0 . For N = 2 we will identify the instability thresholds with respect to both the O(1) eigenvalues as well as the ODE dynamics (4.10). Finally we will highlight some of the possible behaviours of an N = 3 spot configuration by numerically integrating (4.10b). Without loss of generality, in this section we will assume x 0 = (0, 0, η 0 ) T where 0 ≤ η 0 < 1.
One-Spot Configuration.
When N = 1 the ODE system (4.10b) reduces to
If η 0 = 0 then we see that the right-hand-side vanishes and any point is a stable equilibrium. However, if η 0 > 0 then (5.1) has an equilibrium at (0, 0, 1) T and at (0, 0, −1) T . Since I ⊥ ∇Gm (η 0 , ξ) < 0 we see that (0, 0, −1) T is unstable and (0, 0, 1) T is globally attracting. Therefore, if a one-spot solution is stable with respect to the O(1) competition and splitting instabilities of §3, it will concentrate at the point (0, 0, 1) closest to the source location x 0 .
Two-Spot Configurations.
We first consider the case η 0 = 0 individually. Since the matrix G is symmetric and g g g rb is proportional to (1, 1) T , the common source solution S S S = S c e e e solves the NAS (2.26) exactly. The ODE system (4.10b) therefore reduces to
where γ c = γ(S c , f ). Setting cos β = x T 1 x 2 we calculate
Using the positivity of C(ξ) on −1 < ξ < 1 we deduce that β = π is the only stable equilibrium. Therefore the anti-podal configuration, x 1 = −x 2 is the only stable configuration on a long time-scale when η 0 = 0. We now consider the case η 0 > 0. From (4.10b) it is clear that x 1 = (0, 0, 1) T and x 2 = (0, 0, −1) T is an equilibrium configuration. To find other equilibrium configurations it is instructive to write out the system (4.10a) explicitly
Assuming neither spot is at (0, 0, ±1) we will have −1 < x T 1 x 2 < 1 and therefore dϕ1 dσ = 0 and dϕ2 dσ = 0 only if ϕ 1 − ϕ 2 = ±π. Without loss of generality we assume ϕ 1 = 0 and ϕ 2 = π so that x T 1 x 2 = cos(θ 1 + θ 2 ). With this we find that (5.2a) reduces to
We seek a common angle equilibrium solution to (5.2b) by setting θ 1 = θ 2 = θ c . Since x 1 and x 2 make a common angle θ c with the bulk source location x 0 we find that S S S = S c e e e solves the NAS (2.26) exactly. The common angle is then found by solving (5.3) 1 4
which we remark is independent of the bulk-source strength E 0 and membrane diffusivity D v . By the positivity of C(ξ) and the negativity of I ⊥ ∇Gm (η 0 , ξ) (see Proposition 4.1) we deduce that the common angle must be in the interval 0 < θ c < π/2. Moreover, since C(cos 2θ) sin 2θ diverges to +∞ as θ → 0 + the left-hand-side of (5.3) changes sign on the interval 0 < θ c < π/2 and so a solution must exist. As indicated by Figure 5 .1, our numerical calculations further indicate that this solution is unique. We find θ c by solving (5.3) numerically. In Figure 5 Next we investigate the stability of the common angle ring solution constructed above. The splitting instability threshold is given explicitly by (3.5) while the competition threshold is determined by (3.19) . We note that k is the eigenvalue corresponding to the eigenvector (1, −1) T of the 2 × 2 matrix G and is thus given by G 11 − G 12 . The threshold K 1C is then determined by numerically solving (3.19) , where we use (3.20) to aid the root-finding algorirthm.
To determine the stability threshold with respect to the slow dynamics we linearize (5.2a) about the common angle solution (ϕ 1 , θ 1 ) = (0, θ c ) and (ϕ 2 , θ 2 ) = (π, θ c ). The rotational symmetry about the z-axis implies that the ring configuration is neutrally stable to perturbations of the form (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) = (δ, π + δ) while it is unconditionally stable with respect to any other perturbations in (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) because of the mutual repulsion between spots. The stability of the ring solution is therefore determined solely by its response to perturbations in θ 1 and θ 2 . We define F 1 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and F 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) by the right-hand-sides of (5.2b). We must then calculate the eigenvalues of the 2 × 2 matrix ∂ θj F i θ1=θ2=θc . This requires that we first calculate the derivatives of S S S with respect to θ 1 and θ 2 . Using the eigenvectors1 = (1, 1) T and2 = (1, −1) T of G we write
with which the NAS (2.26) becomes S S S + 2πν S1−S2 2 k2 + ν I 2 − E 2 χ χ χ(S S S) = S c e e e + ν
Differentiating this with respect to θ i and evaluating at θ 1 = θ 2 = θ c we find
Left multiplying (5.4) by1 = e e e T we find ∂ θi S 1 + ∂ θi S 2 = 0. On the other hand, if we left-multiply byT 2 then we determine (5.5)
where we point out that A * c vanishes at the competition instability threshold. Next, since the matrix ∂ θj F i θ1=θ2=θc is symmetric and of constant row sum we immediately find its two eigenvectors (1, 1) T and (1, −1) T with corresponding eigenvalues given by
Since our numerics suggest that θ c is the unique solution to (5.3) we assume that µ + < 0 for all parameter values with K 1 < K 1 and focus only on determining the sign µ − . First we use (9.16) and (8) to simplify and then numerically solve µ − = 0 for K 1 as a function of K 2 to obtain the threshold K 1T (K 2 ). Our numerical computations indicate that µ − < 0 (resp. µ − > 0) when K 1 < K 1T (resp. K 1 > K 1T ) and therefore as K 1 is increased beyond this threshold the two-spot ring solution becomes unstable with respect to the slow dynamics. Since µ − corresponds to the eigenvector (1, −1) T of the linearization of (5.2b) we expect this instability to result in a new spot configuration with θ 1 > θ c and θ 2 < θ c .
In Figure 5 .3 we illustrate the preceding discussion by superimposing the splitting, competition, and tilt instability thresholds. We remark that in the region bounded by the competition (green), splitting (blue), and tilt (orange) instability thresholds, the two-spot ring solution is stable with respect to all O(1) instabilities, but will undergo a "tilt" instability in O(ε −2 ) time. Our previous discussion suggests that within this region a new tilted, or asymmetric, stable two-spot configuration should exist. By numerically continuing the common angle solution from K 1 < K 1T into the region where K 1 > K 1T our results in Figure 5 .4 illustrate the emergence of these new types of solutions, and furthermore suggest that as K 1 continues to increase towards K 1Σ one angle will tend to 0 and the other to π. Finally, note that we expect the tilted solutions to be stable with respect to the O(1) instabilities provided K 1 is sufficiently far from K 1C and K 1Σ since S S S will be an O(ν) perturbation away from the common source solution S c e e e to which the plotted thresholds correspond.
Three-Spot Configuration.
We conclude this section with some illustrative examples of the dynamics obtained by solving (4.10) for N = 3. In such a case there is more diversity in the possible equilibrium solutions and the ways in which they can become unstable. We will forego the more detailed analysis we performed for N = 2 and instead numerically integrate (4.10) for small perturbations away from a common angle solution. It is worth noting that there are many questions left unanswered for the dynamics of (4.10) when N ≥ 2 even for the uncoupled case (see §5 of [16] for a more detailed display
of dynamics and open problems).
We begin by constructing the common-angle three-spot ring solution by setting
where θ c is to be determined. From symmetry considerations one can show that dϕ 1 /dt = dϕ 2 /dt = dϕ 3 /dt = 0 for such a configuration and setting either of the remaining equations to zero yields an equation for θ c . The parameter dependence of the common angle for this three-spot ring solution can be found in Figure 5 Figures we observe that for K 2 = 5 the ring solution in both cases immediately becomes unstable. For the UUD (resp. DDU) perturbation, the resulting configuration consists of a two-spot ring at an angle greater than (resp. less than) the three-spot ring angle, and the remaining spot tending towards the south (resp. north) pole. On the other hand at K 2 = 20 we observe that the ring solution only goes unstable after K 1 exceeds some threshold. The final configurations after the instability has been triggered remain qualitatively the same as those for K 2 = 5. Moreover comparing Figures 5.5 and 5.6 we observe out that a smaller value of K 1 appears to be needed to make the ring solution unstable when we apply a DDU instead of UUD perturbation.
6. Discussion. In this paper we considered a bulk-membrane coupled model that consists of a reaction diffusion system with Brusselator kinetics on the unit sphere coupled to a bulk diffusion process within the unit ball. Specifically we have assumed that the inhibitor is bound to the membrane, whereas the activator occupies both the cytosol, where it is generated and undergoes bulk diffusion, and the membrane, where it diffuses and reacts with the inhibitor. Additionally, we have chosen to describe the attachment-detachment process for the activator using a linear Robin boundary condition. One of the primary motivations for considering this model is to give the feed rate found in the uncoupled Brusselator model a clear origin. In our model the feed rate results from an activator point source within the bulk, modelled by a Dirac delta, which diffuses outward towards the membrane. This on its own does not lead to new coupling-dependent behaviour since we could have equally well considered an uncoupled model with a heterogeneous feed term. However, our choice of coupling also allows the membrane bound activator to detach from the membrane and enter the bulk, after which it may reattach to the membrane.
This recirculation effect leads to new results regarding the existence, stability, and slow dynamics of localized spot patterns.
Our analysis focused on the singularly perturbed limit where the activator diffusivity is given by an asymptotically small parameter. Using matched asymptotic expansions we constructed a quasi-equilibrium solution consisting of N strongly localized spots arranged on the unit sphere. Our asymptotic analysis demonstrates that such N -spot patterns can only be constructed if the coupling parameter K 1 does not exceed the threshold K 1 . If this constraint is satisfied then we can asymptotically construct the quasi-equilibrium pattern by solving a system of nonlinear algebraic systems for the spot strengths S 1 , ..., S N . Next, we considered the linear stability of an N -spot pattern on an O(1) time scale. Linearizing about the N -spot quasi-equilibrium solution leads to an eigenvalue problem admitting localized eigenfunctions. Using the method of matched asymptotics we derived criteria for the stability with respect to "competition" and "splitting instabilities" previously studied in detail for the uncoupled Brusselator model in [15] . Finally, the stability on an O(ε −2 ) timescale was analysed by deriving an ODE describing the slow dynamics of the spot locations. By analysing this ODE in detail for a two-spot ring configuration we found that spots can undergo a "tilt" instability leading to new asymmetric two-spot configurations that are stable on both an O(1) and an O(ε −2 ) time-scale. Further numerical simulations indicate that similar phenomenon can be obtained for three-spot patterns.
We conclude with suggestions for future work. First, our asymptotically derived instability thresholds require numerical verification by solving the entire PDE system (1.3). We remark here that the quasi-equilibrium construction and stability analysis of §2 and §3 is accurate to all orders in ν and their numerical verification therefore requires only small values of ε with no restrictions on ν = −1/ log ε. However the long-time integration of the full PDE system (1.3) required to verify the DAE (4.10) provides a significant numerical challenge. This is true also for the DAE derived in [16] for the uncoupled Brusselator model (see also open problems in [6] ).
There are several extensions to our analysis and to the model considered which can be undertaken. First, we have neglected the O(1) instabilities that may arise through a Höpf bifurcation. A previous study of a two-dimensional bulkmembrane coupled model with Gierer-Meinhardt kinetics revealed a rich dependence of the Höpf instability threshold on the coupling parameters as well as the bulk-and membrane-time constants [4] . Determining the coupling dependence of this threshold for our current model may be a fruitful direction for future work. In addition, extending our model to include a bulk-bound inhibitor, satisfying possibly nonlinear kinetics, would lead to a system more similar to that found in the numerical studies of Madzvamuse et. al. [9, 8] for which a detailed nonlinear analysis remains to be done. Finally, the role of geometry on the stability and slow-spot dynamics for coupled (and uncoupled) models remains largely untouched. The biggest hurdles in this direction include the numerical evaluation of Green's functions for the Laplace-Beltrami operator on an arbitrary manifold.
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7.
A Scaling of the Coupled Brusselator Model. We perform a formal scaling of the system (1.1) such that it exhibits strongly localized solutions. Notice that we have already assumed that Ω is the unit ball in R 3 which can be done without loss of generality since any spatial scaling can be absorbed into the parameters. We will further impose that only the feed bulk source strength E 0 may depend on the small parameter ε 0 .
The underlying assumption for strongly localized patterns is that U exhibits two distinct scalings U i and U o in the regions near and far away from a spot respectively. On the other hand the inhibitor exhibits a single global scaling V g . We assume in addition that the bulk-bound activator exhibits an outer scaling U Bo . First, each spot is localized in an O(ε 0 ) region where the Laplacian will scale like 1/ε 2 0 . Requiring that U and V interact within the inner scale leads to O(U i ) = O(U 2 i V g ) by balancing (1.1a) and therefore V g = O(U −1 i ). Balancing the inner limit of (1.1b) determines that O(ε −2 0 V g ) = O(U i ) and thus 2l + 1 l(l + 1) P l (x · x 0 ).
The free-space Green's function G f (x, x 0 ) satisfying
obtained by using the well known asymptotics I ν (z) ∼ 1 2 ν Γ(ν+1) z ν as z → 0 + . Note that by using the series for G rb and that for G f as well as the differentiation and Wronskian identities I ν (µ) = ν µ I ν (µ) + I ν+1 (µ), K ν (µ) = ν µ K ν (µ) − K ν+1 (µ), K ν (µ)I ν (µ) − K ν (µ)I ν (µ) = 1 µ , we calculate that for any x ∈ ∂Ω and y ∈ Ω the following reciprocity formula holds (9.9) G rb (x, y) = G rm (y, x) = 1 4π ∞ l=0 g l (|y|)P l x · y |y| .
Finally we make note of the following two formulas (9.10)ˆ∂ Ω G rm (x, y)dA x = g 0 (1), for any y ∈ ∂Ω, andˆ∂ Ω G rb (x, y)dA x = g 0 (y) for any y ∈ Ω.
9.2. Surface Integrals of Product with G m . The next two identities will be useful in this and the following sections.
Let
x i = (sin θ i cos ϕ i , sin θ i sin ϕ i , cos θ i ) T and recall the summation formula for Legendre polynomials (9.11a) P l (x T i x j ) = l m=−l (l − m)! (l + m)! P m l (cos θ i )P m l (cos θ j )e im(ϕi−ϕj ) , which we use to calculate
Therefore we calculate
We make some further simplifications. First, notice that
Second, we note that since we are assuming that x 0 and x 1 are not colinear we must have 0 <θ 1 < π so that sinθ 1 = 0 and the first vector in the expression for I ∇Gm (x 0 , x 1 ) therefore simplifies to
which is the normalized projection of x 1 to the plane orthogonal to ∂Ω at x 0 . Summarizing we obtain the formulâ
for any x 0 ∈ ∂Ω and x 1 ∈ Ω ∪ ∂Ω.
By the preceding computations, if we define I ∇Gm (r) = 1 2 g 0 (r), (9.14a) I ⊥ ∇Gm (r, z) = 1 2 ∞ l=1 g l (r) l(l + 1) P 1 l (z), (9.14b) then for any x i , x j ∈ ∂Ω and x 0 ∈ Ω we havê
15b)
wherex 0 := x 0 /|x 0 |.
We conclude by making note of the useful identity (9.16) ∂I Gm (η 0 , cos θ) ∂θ = 1 2π I ⊥ ∇Gm (η 0 , cos θ).
